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3. Decapitable sentences.
Perhaps the most exasperating form is that of the sentence
that keeps on prolonging itself by additional phrases, each
joint of which gives the reader hopes of a full stop.
It was only after the weight of evidence against the economic success
of the endeavour became overwhelming that our firm withdrew its
support /, and in conjunct;on with almost the entire British population of
the country concentrated its efforts on endeavouring to obtain permission
to increase the coloured unskilled labour supply of the mines / so as to
be in a position to extend mining operations /, and thus assist towards
re-establishing the prosperity of the country /, while at the same time
attracting a number of skilled British artisans / -svho would receive not
merely the bare living wage of the white unskilled labourer, but a wage
sufficient to enable these artisans to bring their families to the country /
and to make their permanent home there.— Westminster Gazette.
Here may still be seen by the watchful eye the Louisiana heron and
smaller egret, all that rapacious plume-hunters have left of their race,
tripping like timid fairies in and out the leafy screen / that hides the rank
jungle of sawgrass and the grisly swamp where dwells the alligator /,
which lies basking, its nostrils just level with the dirty water of its bath,
or burrows swiftly in the soft earth to evade the pursuit of those who seek
to dislodge it with rope and axe / that they may sell its hide to make
souvenirs for the tourists / who, at the approach of summer, hie them
north or east with grateful memories of that fruitful land.—F. G. aflalo.
Running after milkmaids is by no means an ungenteel rural diversion;
but let any one ask some respectable casuist (the Bishop of London, for
instance), whether Lavengro was not far better employed, when in the
country, at tinkering and smithery than he would have been in running
after all the milkmaids in Cheshire /, though tinkering is in general
considered a very ungenteel employment /, and smithery little better /,
notwithstanding that an Orcadian poet, who wrote in Norse about 8oc
years ago, reckons the latter among nine noble arts which he possessed/,
naming it along with playing at chess, on the harp, and ravelling runes /,
or as the original has it, ' treading runes'/ —that is, compressing them
into small compass by mingling one letter with another /, even as the
Turkish caligraphists ravel the Arabic letters /, more especially those who
write talismans.—BORROW.
10.  careless repetition
Conscious repetition of a word or phrase has been discussed
in Part I (Airs and Graces): in the following examples the

